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Are you ready to uncover and reach your biggest dreams? Bob Goff, the New York Times
bestselling author of Love Does and Everybody, Always, is on a mission to help you recapture
the version of your life that you dreamed about before fear started calling the shots. It's time to
dream big again.We want to be the kind of people who release amazing things into the world
and are willing to do whatever it takes to make it happen. In this revelatory yet utterly practical
new book, Bob takes you on a life-proven journey to rediscover your dreams and turn them into
reality.Based on his enormously popular Dream Big workshop, Bob draws on a lifetime of living
and dreaming large to help you reach your larger-than-life dreams. Consider it your guide to
knowing what you want, why you want it, and what you're going to do about it.In Dream Big, Bob
gives you the encouragement and the tools you need to:learn to clearly define your dreams for
yourselfidentify the obstacles that are holding you backestablish a specific plan for reaching your
big (and little) goalsdevelop the tools that will help you act on the planDream Big is the only book
you need to uncover the wild and exciting dream you've kept hidden from yourself--and help you
take the steps necessary to achieve it. Join Bob as he reminds you that there is a path to
discover and release your most beautiful and lasting ambitions into the world.
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6 5 4 3 2 1This book is dedicated to all the people who stand in themiddle of my life. Sweet
Maria, Lindsey, Jon, Richard,Ashley, Adam, and all the people they love the most.Thank you for
living lives that inspire me to pursue mydreams and point me toward more lasting ambitionsthan
the ones I would have come up with by myself.To you, the reader, I hope you will dedicate
yourself toconstantly changing into a more authentic version of yourself.Charles Dickens once
famously said, “There are books ofwhich the backs and covers are by far the best parts.” I’veread
a couple of those. Perhaps you have too. I hope you’lldecide this book has a middle worth
reading. Don’t settlefor the cover story. It’s in the middle of our lives where allthe good stuff
happens. As you read these pages, dig deepand find what’s in here for you. All of heaven is
countingon you to show up and fully engage your beautiful life.CONTENTSCoverTitle
PageCopyrightIntroductionPart 1: Getting Ready to Dream Big1. Don’t Go Alone2.
Thermometer3. Get Under the Ice Cap4. Who Are You?5. Where Are You?6. What Do You
Want?7. Chase the Jeep8. Getting to the “New” Part9. Sleepwalking10. One Hundred Calls a
Day11. Sea Otters12. Finale13. Comparison Is a PunkPart 2: Set Absurd Expectations14.
Gather Your Leaves15. Sizing Up16. Get the Sticks Before the DrumsPart 3: Explore
Opportunities17. Keep the Moon in the Window18. The Number for the White House Is (202)
456-1414Part 4: Clear the Path19. Hostage Negotiation20. Give It a Quarter Twist21. Be a
QuitterPart 5: Take Action22. Living on the Edge of Yikes23. 10:34–10:3524. One Thousand
Words a DayPart 6: Expect Setbacks25. Pick the Vespa26. Three Epic FailsPart 7: Sustain
Belief and Land the Plane27. Check Your Ropes28. Ground Effect29. Matters of the



HeartEpilogueThe Dream Big Framework: Reflection Questions and Action
IdeasAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorConnect with BobINTRODUCTIONWhat will you do
with your one extraordinary life?I have been teaching as an adjunct professor at Pepperdine Law
School for more than a decade. It’s a place filled with bright, ambitious law students, many of
whom have had a lot of life break in their direction. I also teach a class at San Quentin State
Prison. My class there is filled with men who are felons, and their misdeeds have exacted a high
price from them—namely, their freedom. I learn quite a bit from both sets of students, but the
contrast between them cannot be overlooked. There is an authenticity that brokenness can
refine in our lives if we’ll let it. Ironically, the guys with the life sentences often seem to be living
freer lives than the law students with all the opportunities. Their brokenness ultimately led them
to a personal freedom, even behind bars.Have you ever wondered why some people achieve so
much with their lives and others don’t? One person starts with no money, some terrible
circumstances, and seems to be the happiest, most fulfilled and self-aware person you’ve ever
met. Another person is born with a trust fund, good looks, and endless apparent opportunities,
and yet they lead a sad, self-absorbed, meaningless life. What happened to allow some people
to make the shift and others to miss the ramp? Some people seem to move from success to
success, while others seem to be stuck in a loop of pain and sadness and distress. Some
people also have a rich and vibrant faith that is taking them places, while others believe the
same things just as much but seem stuck struggling with their beliefs and how to reconcile them
with their lives.In short, why is it some people live inspired lives and others can’t? How come
some people glide through life and others grind it out? Why is it that some people seem to be
living three times more than a normal life, and others feel like they are only living half of one?
These are all questions most of us ask ourselves at some point. Where do you think you fit on
the spectrum? Don’t shade it, fake it, or sweat the answer. Just get real about it. Here’s why: we
need to figure out where we are before we can plot a course forward.The fact is no map will take
us where God wants to lead us. We are all off-roading most of the time. Yet there are plenty of
clues out there for living the big and meaningful life that Jesus talked to His friends about.
Instead of telling them to look for a plan, He pointed them toward their much bigger purposes. In
the pages that follow, let’s figure out where your purposes are and then hatch a plan to get
there.I’ve written a few books, and some of the stories probably made you laugh, while others
made you cry. I want this book to make you think. In the pages that follow, I hope you’ll figure out
where your purposes lie and then chart a course to get there.When I was out of college and
living alone, I had a closet in my house where I would throw the things that didn’t have a specific
place to go. Naturally, this closet quickly became a huge, disorganized, impenetrable pile of
debris. Everything in there was evidently important enough to acquire at some point and even
valuable enough to keep, yet none of these things remained accessible to me anymore because
there was no order to them. As a result, a whole lot of items, with individual value, were
collectively worthless because I couldn’t get at them.Our lives are not much different. We gather
experiences, emotions, knowledge, and self-awareness. We amass pains, triumphs,



disappointments, and wisdom. Without some shelves to put them on, though, we can’t access
these things or what they’ve taught us to help us move forward. These experiences and “aha!”
moments are the stuff you’ll need to access as you figure out what your next moves are going to
be in the direction of your ambitions. Put aside the self-help talk. What you need is a good set of
shelving to access what you’ve already experienced and a willingness to reflect on what you find
there.It took 220 years after the pencil was invented for someone to invent the eraser. I’m glad
they did because I’ve erased in my life much more than I’ve kept. We all get to do this. We take
what we’ve written about ourselves, what we truly believe God thinks of us, and decide what to
keep and what to erase. We’re not the only author of our lives either. Like the ones who have
signed the pages of a high school yearbook, other people who have intersected our journey
have written over us too. Some of what they said is true and beautiful and lasting. Other things
not so much. “Never change” was written in my yearbook by at least a dozen people. It’s the
worst advice I’ve ever received. We’re supposed to change constantly—into kinder, humbler,
more faithful versions of our old selves. This change and growth happens when we sort out the
truth from the lies in our lives. Here’s some great news. The next version of you is the one who
will pursue the ambitions all the previous versions were unable to accomplish.Our
understanding of who we are and how God sees us is worth all the time and energy we’ll put into
the task. The trick is figuring out what is true after all the distractions, misstatements, and
misunderstandings have been eliminated from our lives. Here’s what makes it worth it: when we
sort through all the words written by ourselves and others, and when we discard what isn’t true
or doesn’t matter anymore, we’ll find the clarity we need to choose the desires worth pursuing.
What’s left over will be your truest, most beautiful, and lasting ambitions. That’s what this book is
all about.My faith has shaped my worldview and plays a big part in my ambitions. I decided to
make my first and last ambition to love God and the people I come across without an agenda. I
certainly haven’t arrived, but I’m somewhere along the way of getting there. You are too.My
relationships play a big role too. Some people are easy to connect with. If you want to achieve
great things, find a couple of these people to do life with. Also find a couple of difficult people to
engage with love. Don’t make them projects; make them friends. This is where you’ll grow. If you
do these things, I promise you will lead a purposeful and meaningful life. Sure, it will be
complicated at times, and you’ll mess it up more than once, but your purpose will never become
clearer. I know this because if you go deep with a few people and stay close to those who rub
you the wrong way, you will have accomplished the ambitions Jesus said were always worth the
effort.While no efforts of yours or mine will be more important than loving God and the people
around us, our ambitions can be much broader, more expansive, and more varied than this. I
want to talk about those things too.Achieving your ambitions isn’t going to come easy, and it
won’t be cheap. Don’t bail out. Will you have setbacks along the way? Of course you will. The
reason is simple: you are you and life is life. Stay the course. We’ve brought leaders together in
countries riddled with conflict only to have our meetings raided. I’ve been detained, held in jail,
and even kicked out of a country for freeing children held in brothels. We’ve started schools in



war zones that failed completely and other schools that shouldn’t have worked but did. Don’t be
put off by the difficulties you’ll face; remember the reason why you started. Keep your ambitions
and your life’s purpose in mind. Why? Because our lives are on-the-job training for eternity.If
ambitions had two handles, they would be love and hope. There have never been two forces in
the world more powerful than these. Much of life involves simply grabbing ahold of love and
hope and never letting go.One of the writers in the Bible named Paul nailed it when he said, “The
only thing that counts is faith expressing itself through love.” I agree. It’s easy to mistake faith with
all the doctrine you believe to be true. Faith, however, is what you do about what you believe. It’s
easy for most of us to hope big things for other people. It’s beautiful and right, and we should
keep doing lots of that. This book is about hoping a couple of things for ourselves as well, then
engaging our most important ambitions with confidence and a strategy so we can release those
ambitions into the world.Setting aside a time for personal reflection about who you are, why you
think what you think, and why you do what you do is the heavy lifting you’ll need to do if you want
to accomplish things in your life you haven’t been able to yet. I’m not advocating you go on a
hedonistic bender and make everything about yourself. You will find nothing less fulfilling than
making everything about you. This book is about self-discovery, not self-help. It’s not about
simply having dreams. Dreams are too easy. Even my dog wags its tail when it’s asleep. I want
you to become fully awake to your biggest and most worthwhile ambitions by becoming fully
awake to yourself and your God-given purposes.All this requires developing a new way of
thinking. To do this you’re going to need to carve a new groove in your brain so you can get after
your ambitions rather than just push them around on the plate like a bunch of peas. Carving a
new groove in your brain is like blowing up a balloon. A big balloon. Sometimes your head starts
spinning after a while when you think about your ambitions. Take some breaks. Rest is holy. Get
as much as you need, but know when it’s time to be fully awake and get back to work. If we’re
going to get after some of your unexecuted ambitions, we need to take that new groove you’re
carving and go Grand Canyon on it. Doing this is going to take some effort, but hey, do it
anyway.Let me get this out there. God is over the moon about you. Honest. I’ve asked Him. He’s
not grimacing at your past failures; He’s smiling at the bright future you have with Him. As you
pursue your ambitions, rest in knowing that heaven is simply nuts about you and can’t wait for
you to get there. That said, you’ve got some time right here, so make good use of it. Making
eternity one of your biggest ambitions is terrific, but what if we use this desire to better
understand your short time here on earth and what you’ll do next with your life.I’m really excited
you chose to pick up this book. It’s a reflection of the life I’ve tried to live for decades. I’ve had a
couple of successes and plenty of failures. I’ll let you know about both. I have tried to tease
together my best explanation for why these things happened and what I learned when they did.
While I hope you have a blast reading this book, know that there is a process and a journey
baked into its pages. If all we had in the end was a bunch of words, what good would that do us?
We need a path, and I hope this book provides one that moves you toward your ambitions. I also
hope you’ll find your deeper purposes in these pages. Let’s have some fun together, sure. But



don’t get distracted and think that a good time is all we’re about. We want to be the kind of
people who release amazing things into the world and are willing to do whatever it takes to make
it happen.To this end, there is a section in the back of the book with some questions for you to
think about and some actions you can take to move toward your dream. I hope you’ll have a pen
in your hand while you read. Maybe get a journal, too, dedicated to the process in this book. I’ve
based the questions and the words you’ll read in these pages on a live workshop I’ve been doing
called Dream Big. We’ve had leaders from our country and Middle Eastern countries, Grammy-
winning musicians, megachurch pastors, stay-at-home moms, billionaires, and broke college
students attend. I’ve watched these and thousands of others follow the ideas and principles we’ll
discuss as they move forward with their ambitions. This book is my attempt to show you what
those thousands of others have learned for themselves—that there is a path to discover and
release your most beautiful and lasting ambitions into the world. Don’t settle for anything less,
because God says you’re worth it.Part 1GETTING READY TO DREAM BIGChapter 1DON’T GO
ALONEIf you are serious about your dream, surround yourself with people who love you
well.There she was. Maria. She wasn’t “Sweet Maria” yet because we didn’t know each other.
She was definitely still sweet, but I hadn’t gotten the chance to call her that. When I first saw her
across the room thirty-five years ago, I was immediately smitten. I would have jumped out of a
moving car to meet her. It took a while, but she figured out I liked her. Perhaps it was the list of
names I created for our children and gave her a short time later. Eventually, she reluctantly
learned my name. She even said it once or twice, or at least I thought she did, because she was
usually walking away. I remember her saying things like, “Thanks for the invitation, Bob, but no,”
and “I’m sorry, Bob, but I’m busy that year,” and “Bob, are the pair of panda bears in my yard from
you?” I think I’m an acquired taste.After way too long, Maria started liking me back. When this
happened, it was like the part in The Wizard of Oz when everything goes from black and white to
color for the first time. It was in my pursuit of Maria that I learned the importance of having an
ambition and staying after it, no matter how big or impossible it seemed. I knew what I wanted,
why I wanted it, and I decided what I was going to do about it. There is a silent flip of a switch
that happens when we make this determination about something we want. It’s the point where
we move from just thinking about an ambition to actually doing something about it.I clinched the
deal when I invited her rock climbing with me. I had her tied to the end of the rope, and before
she started climbing, she looked up at me and saw me confidently holding the rope. She told me
later she realized in that moment she could trust me with her life. Pursuing your ambitions will
take an equally big dollop of trust. God’s got you. Take the risk. It’s worth it.Eventually Sweet
Maria said yes, and we made a few kids to go with my list of names. It’s thirty-five years later,
and whatever I’m good at these days, it’s because Sweet Maria Goff is better at it. One of the
many things she’s good at is knowing herself and finding joy in her unique set of gifts, abilities,
and desires. She doesn’t compare her abilities and ambitions to anyone else’s. She knows that
God doesn’t compare what He creates. She also knows what she wants, why she wants it, and
what she’s going to do about it. Having this kind of clarity is rare and beautiful and unstoppable.



Aim for this in your life and you will find great joy.Sweet Maria and I could not be more different. I
love meeting new people, and the more of them in a room the better. Maria, on the other hand,
thinks having me in the room is a lot of people and finds her purpose in being fully present with
our family. Not many people get to see her. It’s like seeing a unicorn. She simply doesn’t need or
want the attention.She wrote a bestselling book once. Instead of going on a book tour or having
a release party and inviting thousands of our friends, she ordered a medium pizza for the family
and we made root beer floats at home. The way she lives her life is a daily reminder to me that
our purpose is not found in another person’s validation. It’s not found in familiarity or approval or
popularity either. It is discovered somewhere far deeper within us. Maria lives her life solely and
sacrificially for our family and a handful of friends. She not only helps us better understand the
complex world we live in, but she also helps me get ready each day so I don’t leave the house
with one pant leg tucked into my sock.I’ll admit, it’s a lot of work to live with a guy who acts like
he’s sponsored by Red Bull. They call my drink of choice at the local coffee stand “Goffee.” It’s
two shots of energy drink and three shots of espresso. I may die young, but I’ll be wide awake
when I do. Sweet Maria likes to say I’m the balloon and she’s the string. This beautifully
describes the right kind of codependence. If you want to achieve your ambitions, don’t be all
balloon and no string in your life. We need to be anchored in God and tied to one another.Being
different isn’t always easy. Perhaps you’ve felt like you were different than your friends or family.
That’s a good thing, and we’re going to need to settle into who God created us to be if we’re
going to move ahead. To be purposeful and at ease with who we are, we’re going to need to be
incredibly truthful with ourselves and the people around us, which is something Sweet Maria
lives out every day. If she told me ghosts pooped Tic Tacs, I’m certain I’d believe her. In these
pages it will seem like you’re reading my thoughts, but you’re actually reading what I’ve learned
from her.I’m always the optimist, and we sometimes see things differently. Recently Sweet Maria
texted me upstairs at breakfast. She said there were “creeps” waiting for me in the kitchen. I was
guessing “crepes” but had my fingers crossed. When I got to the kitchen to see who was there,
Maria was looking at the weather forecast. The exchange went something like this:Maria
(shaking her head): “It’s going to rain today.”Me (bright-eyed and smiling): “Isn’t that terrific?
Sounds cozy.”Maria (grumbling under her breath): “Bob, just say something’s bad, okay?”Maria
(looking up after a short pause): “Did I just say that out loud?”While different in so many ways,
we both share a common faith and a strong sense of adventure. I find mine in traveling, talking
with lots of people, and starting schools in war zones. Maria finds hers in the more difficult work
of loving and nurturing our family, making places of peace in our lives, and giving us all a place
to return to. Yet we’ve found our superpowers because of our differences, not in spite of them.
We’ve used these differences to sort out what things are worth the effort to pursue and which
ones we should leave behind.Our kids and the people they love are my teachers, my advisors,
and the ones I go to for clarity on the many things I don’t quite understand. They help me sort
into piles those things that will last in my life and the others that won’t. As you embark on this
journey to identify your ambitions, find these kinds of people to surround yourself with. It’ll be



worth the effort.Someone wiser than me once asked, “If God answered every one of your
prayers, would it change anybody’s life except your own?” I’ve seen Maria’s prayers change
countless lives. I know her prayer for you and for me would be that we would leave all the
planning behind, figure out what our lasting ambitions are, and get back to building those rocket
ships that were supposed to be our lives. To do this, she would want us to trade what is easily
available for what is actually worthwhile. It’s a distinction that has the power to change everything
in your life.Chapter 2THERMOMETERWe all are going to mess up.When I was in kindergarten,
we had nap time. We would all curl up on mats on the floor after an hour or two of loosely paying
attention. I think there’s a strong argument out there that we should continue this at all ages and
stages of our lives. The big honor in class was to be the “wake-up fairy.” This person would don a
set of gender-neutral fairy wings and, with wand in hand, tap each of the sleeping students when
it was time to wake up. This was one of my first ambitions I can recall. I wanted those wings. I
wanted that wand. I wanted them badly. I wanted to be able to wield that kind of power over
others. Think back. What was your earliest ambition? How long was it before you got your shot at
it? And when you did get your shot, what did you do with it?After weeks of impatiently waiting
and practicing in front of the mirror at home, my day came. I strapped on the wings, grabbed the
wand, and ran across the classroom to wake up my best friend. Unfortunately, in my fairy-
induced exuberance to get to my friend, I tripped over a sleeping classmate’s nose and broke it.
It turns out this was a large enough infraction to have me immediately lose my wake-up fairy
duties. Like Icarus, I had flown too close to the sun and it cost me my wings. My ambition
became my undoing.Failure happens. I should have made a bumper sticker or a hoodie. You
know this is true because it’s happened to you before, and it’ll happen to you again. You swing
for the fences, your fairy wish is granted, you run with joy and anticipation, and the wheels come
completely off. This is the way ambitions work—sometimes they simply don’t. Resist the
tendency to be discouraged or thrown off the scent when it happens to you. It’s what you do next
that says a lot about who you are.I was a good kid in junior high school but a confused one. My
dad smoked cigarettes when I was growing up, so I figured I would too. Back then, cigarettes
were sold at the post office in a vending machine. You could pick up a roll of stamps and
emphysema on the same trip. After school one day, I went to the post office to get a Marlboro
hard pack for myself. The soft pack was for novices, but the Marlboro hard pack had a lid and
everything, so it made you look James Dean cool. It cost only two quarters for a pack because
tobacco companies hadn’t been sued for billions and people didn’t know they would die if they
smoked. Even the Marlboro Man didn’t know back then.Just after I put my second quarter in and
pulled the lever, my Boy Scout leader came up behind me. It was certainly an awkward moment.
I wanted to say that the cigarettes were for my mom, but the scoutmaster knew my mom and that
she didn’t smoke. So I did the honorable thing and told him they were for my sister.Some of us
start early telling lies about ourselves or others. We do this for a number of reasons, but primarily
because we’re uncertain about who we are and how we fit into the larger arc of our lives. We’re
insecure and looking for acceptance, so we do dumb things in our desperation. We smoke or



cuss or dress or act like someone we really aren’t to gain acceptance from people we don’t
really know. We’re all going to make mistakes. Some are premeditated and weirdly intended to
be self-destructive. Others just arise simply because we don’t understand what is happening
around us. Those are the mistakes that remind us of our humanity and help us be truthful with
ourselves about the fact that we don’t have it all figured out. I’ll give you an example.I’m usually a
pretty healthy, upbeat guy. For me the glass is not just half-full but overflowing-so-get-a-bigger-
one. But when I get sick, the wheels totally fall off. I get sad and melancholy and weak. It’s
beyond silly. It’s almost clinical. I catch a simple cold and I act like I’m on chemo. What makes
things worse is my need to constantly check to see which way I’m going. Is that a new ache? Am
I getting better or sicker? Will I even make it? How about now? Better or sicker? Have I updated
my will? Better or sicker? I open the refrigerator door and think I’m walking toward the light.One
time when our children were young, I caught the flu. It would’ve been no big deal for anyone else,
but this is me, so I assumed it was terminal. This angel-of-death flu started to come on really
strong as we all went to bed one night. I wanted to keep track of my demise as I slipped toward
the abyss (and also milk this thing for as much sympathy as I could get from Sweet Maria). I gave
her updates every few minutes on how truly awful I felt. I thought an update every three to five
minutes would be just about right. In the middle of the night, I was feeling worse than I could
describe, so I thought I should get some additional proof of how much I was suffering. I went to
the bathroom where we kept our medicines to find a thermometer in the cabinet.After
rummaging through mostly empty medicine bottles and baby supplies collected over the years, I
found a thermometer and put it under my tongue. I planned to show Maria my triple-digit
temperature so she’d know how heroic I was to still be clinging to life. My mom always told me as
a kid how I needed to get the thermometer way under my tongue, or the reading wouldn’t be
accurate. I buried it as far as it would go.I took the thermometer out of my mouth a couple of
times to see how high it was reading. I really couldn’t tell. But that didn’t surprise me because I
probably didn’t have long to live. I put it back under my tongue for a couple more minutes and
checked again, imagining there was hardly enough mercury in the thermometer to record how
high my temperature was. It was dark and I couldn’t quite make out the numbers, so I woke up
Maria and asked for help. As I slowly pulled the thermometer out of my mouth to give to her, I
said, “Hey, why is there a big knob at the end of this thermometer?” Maria looked back at me for
a long moment and then was swept over with laugher and horror.She broke the news to me that
the bulb was to prevent the thermometer from going missing when it gets used. “Go missing?” I
was processing the information slowly as I pulled the thermometer from my mouth. I had
grabbed the kids’ rectal thermometer by mistake.I used to think that we had to have our act
together for God to use us and for our ambitions to be attainable, but I don’t think that anymore.
Here’s the incredible thing: I couldn’t even take my own temperature, but God still finds a way to
use me. He’ll use you, too, if you’re willing. Something happens when we mess up. We get to
start fresh. Are we going to get it wrong from time to time? Yep. Will we make big things out of
small things? You bet. Yet God is infinitely patient with us. Sometimes the mistakes are small



ones and sometimes they’re big ones. I’m still messing up the simple things in my life like taking
my temperature, but God calls me His own nonetheless. He does the same with you. We need to
get this straight as we explore our ambitions, or we’ll let our past failures block our bright
futures.We’ve all suffered setbacks. Maybe you’ve tried to go after some audacious dreams that
got derailed along the way. Maybe a few others sunk at the dock. What do you do when this
happens? This book isn’t full of airtight answers, but it will ask a few questions and offer a
pathway to reframe your thinking. In the meantime, though, don’t feel bad about not being
perfect before you start.Chapter 3GET UNDER THE ICE CAPKeep asking the important
questions.There’s a city in the high desert in California called “Goffs.” I’m not kidding. It’s one of
those towns typical of the West, a bustling little community that disappeared when they built a
bigger, better highway diverting traffic somewhere else. It came up for sale recently, so I offered
$7,500 cash for the whole town if they threw in both street signs. I’m waiting for an answer, but so
far it’s been crickets (which are the only things living in the town). I’ve already decided if I get the
place, I’m going to elect myself the mayor. I’ll hold big rallies and have a parade. I’ll have bumper
stickers made and probably shoot off some bottle rockets. Sweet Maria said she isn’t coming, so
I’ll be the only person voting. It should be a landslide if it rains hard enough, and there will be no
hanging chads, unless a guy named Chad shows up and starts hanging out.
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Bret C. Hammond, “Bob Goes Practical and Makes Your Dreams Seem Attainable.. “Everybody
Always” has been my favorite Bob Goff book, but I think this one just surpassed it. Like Bob’s
other works, it’s filled with stories and experiences that will leave you laughing, crying, and
wondering how on earth this man has done this many things? Does he ever sleep?!?!“Dream
Big” seems to me to be the most practical of all of Bob’s books. It’s not just about where he’s
been or what he’s done, he leads the reader, step-by-step toward their dreams, punctuating the
journey with his stories of successes and failures. You can learn from both.My one complaint
about the book will likely sound picky, but . . . So what? I’m picky! I have to wonder who did Bob’s
proofreading for him. Bob’s a Bible guy, and he’s got plenty of preacher/ministry friends. Did they
not spot the goofs that were so apparent to me?The big one was in chapter 10, where he
recounts the story of Jesus feeding the 5000. Bob writes (on page 62), “One of my favorite
stories about availability is the two boys who gave their lunches to Jesus to feed the people who
had followed Him out into the field.” He continues the chapter, building on the story of these two
boys. The only problem is, there was just ONE boy (John 6:9).Someone at Thomas Nelson
should have noticed that. Someone who proofread or wrote a recommendation surely had
enough Bible knowledge to spot that!Maybe I’ll call Bob up and offer my services for the next
book. I have his number around here somewhere.”

D. Miller, “Read this book!. Do you have an ambition? Read this book. Are you afraid to take a
step in the direction of your ambition? Read this book. Have you had setbacks and doubts?
Read this book! Do you want to take a genuine interest in others’ ambitions as you achieve your
own? Read this book. Are you inspired by authentic and wise people? Read this book.Fear can
keep anyone from stepping into their dreams and believing they’re possible, Bob shares
personal (and often funny) stories plus insight loaded with wisdom to encourage identifying the
things you’re passionate about, what you dream of pursuing and creating, and how to to set
aside fear to transform your dream into reality. You’ll come out the other side of this book inspired
with great vigor to Dream Big and put your own ambitions into action!”

bocephus424, “The Motivation You Need To Go GET Your Dreams!. I received an advanced
copy of Dream Big from the publisher, and immediately began placing pre-orders for family and
friends who I knew would love it as much as I do! Bob Goff is what I call a modern day Paul. He
writes with so much passion and love for Jesus, the excitement for life just oozes into every word
and bounces off every page, through Bob's enthusiastic style. Bob weaves encouragement
through his storytelling, and reminds us it's okay to fail along the way, and learning from mistakes
is where we find grace. One of the greatest lessons I learn from Bob in reading Dream Big and
all of his books, in fact, is that no one; especially not Jesus, expects me to be perfect. I am just
supposed to be authentic. It is almost like chasing our dreams becomes even more exciting



when we allow ourselves to be the real us. If you are looking for a book to make you feel great
about yourself and achieving your dreams, this is it. If you are looking for a book to make you
excited about life, this is it. Now, I'm going to go Dream Big. I know what I want, why I want it, and
what I'm going to do about it!”

Rindas, “One of the best books I've read all year!. I am an avid reader, roughly 100 books a year,
and this one is a favorite! It's entertaining and inspiring, educational and transformational. I am a
better person for having invested the time and money into this book. I highly recommend it to
anyone who has a dream of anything (big or small)!”

Florida Jo, “Wow! This is spirit-expanding!. I'm now a follower of Bob Goff and will probably read
everything he writes. He has an engaging, whimsical style that is not silly nor condescending.
This book is amazingly encouraging, helping the reader believe he/she was individually created
to good works that were decided before time (as the Bible tells us). Mr. Goff helps us understand
who we are and what that purpose is, giving examples from his life. And providing many much-
needed smiles and chuckles.In the back of the book are application suggestions that shouldn't
be overlooked.I'm not quite finished with the book yet, but know I'll come back to read it again,
and it now has a place on my list of recommended books for my career coaching clients. In fact,
I'll probably give away several copies to be sure it isn't missed.There aren't enough stars to
apply to this book. Just get it and read it!”

Maria Martinez, “I am encouraged to be a women of hope, generosity, kindness,& to Dream Big
Because of Bob Goff!. This is one of my favorite books of all time! Bob's words are what I
needed to hear! Thank you Bob Goff because I am encouraged to Dream Big and find my best
self! I would love to have an authentic conversation with you someday! Bob Goff's personality is
a lot like mine and my name is Maria and my husband Dante's personality is a lot like Sweet
Maria's so that part was funny to us! I took to heart the suggestions in this book about having 12
meaningful conversations with people each day. I liked what he said about asking people when
was the last time they felt lonely and instead of trivial conversations with others about the
weather asking "How is it really going?" My other favorite part is "Know what I want, why I want it,
and what I'm going to do about it." My husband (who's a Chef of 20 years) and I want to buy a
house with some land and open a fine dining B&B to be a place of hospitality, encouragement,
hope, and generosity and provide excellent food and grow our own fruits, veggies, have our own
chickens, and also produce some of our own locally sourced food. Our gift has always been
hospitality and feeding people and we both love to cook and my husband is a talented James
Beard trained Chef. I also speak Spanish fluently and want to go on mission trips again as a
Spanish medical Interpreter to help with medical care in Latin American Countries and also help
free oppressed women from sex slavery. I pray we are able to do all of it and I'm encouraged to
do it because of this book!Amen!”



Daryn O’Neill, “I love Bob Goff...and really want to give this book five starts. The only reason I
can't give this book five stars is that, while doing a great job motivating and inspiring...much of
his writing tells you to take time writing and dreaming and coming up what's hindering
you...without specifics. Each time I was instructed to spend time writing and dreaming, I did, but
it's pretty easy to get stuck there. There's times where he mentions, "you may need counseling,"
which is fair and true, but it feels like an obvious. Don't get me wrong, there are a lot of good
things in this book, but it feels like cheer leading, not coaching. If you're really really stuck this
book may help a little, but it won't help a lot.”

Lesley Burrows, “simply brilliant. I just love everything Bob Goff writes! He's so insightful, faithful
and authentic. He writes what he lives not how he 'thinks' everyone else should live. He is an
inspiring example and his ability to use stories to get a powerful message across is stunning.
Thanks again for another amazing book Bob. Godbless x”

Talita Bentley, “Get a pen and notepad...so much good stuff to process!. Bob sets the scene and
the ground for some real personal work to be done while we dare to look at those big dreams in
the eye.The book is full of whimsy and wisdom in the warm way only Bob knows how to share.
Recommend 100%!”

Gill, “Keep dreaming, and get started ppl.. Very encouraging, humorous and a joy to read. A
gentle kick in the right direction.”

Sally Jane, “Great read. Another top read from Bob Goff. Full of enthusiastic life affirming words
and grace filled moments of utter joy.”

The book by Bob Goff has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 3,409 people have provided feedback.
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